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Figure 1: Sign dance - a genre of dance consisting of both sign gestures and body dancing motions.

ABSTRACT
Automatic dance synthesis has become more and more popular due
to the increasing demand in computer games and animations. Exist-
ing research generates dance motions without much consideration
for the context of the music. In reality, professional dancers make
choreography according to the lyrics and music features. In this
research, we focus on a particular genre of dance known as sign
dance, which combines gesture-based sign language with full body
dance motion. We propose a system to automatically generate sign
dance from a piece of music and its corresponding sign gesture.
The core of the system is a Sign Dance Model trained by multiple re-
gression analysis to represent the correlations between sign dance
and sign gesture/music, as well as a set of objective functions to
evaluate the quality of the sign dance. Our system can be applied
to music visualization, allowing people with hearing difficulties to
understand and enjoy music.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, thanks to the development of 3D animation editing
tools such as the MikuMikuDance software [Higuchi 2014], the
industry has become interested in producing dance animations
with 3D characters. However, it is labor-intensive to choreograph
high-quality dances from scratch. Such a process requires an under-
standing of body motion dynamics and music theories, which may
be challenging to novice users. As a result, there is an increasing
demand for dance synthesizing systems that automatically gener-
ate dance motion based upon a piece of input music. For example,
Shiratori et al. [Shiratori et al. 2006] produced an automatic dance
generation system utilizing the rhythm and intensity of dance mo-
tions. Since each segment is selected randomly from the database,
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the generated dance motion has no linguistic or emotional mean-
ing. Takano et al. [Takano and Nakamura 2015] produced a human
motion generation system which utilized motion labels. However,
the labels used such as “running” or “jumping” are too simple to
express complex emotions, which are important elements in music.

Professional dancers design choreography according to the con-
text of the music. For music with lyrics (i.e. songs) that we focus
on in this research, the context can be obtained from the lyrics and
music features. For example, if the lyrics are about “big sky”, many
dancers would make a choreography that is looking up at the sky
and opening their arms. This observation of the intrinsic relation-
ship between dance motion and lyrics motivates us to generate
dance motion that carries the contextual meaning of the music.

In this paper, we consider a particular genre of dance known as
the sign dance as shown in Fig. 1. It is a type of dance combining
gesture-based sign language and full-body dance moves. With sign
dance, one can understand the context of the music from the sign
gesture, and understand the impression of music like tempo and
timbre from the dance move. This is particularly important for
people with hearing difficulties, who rely on music visualization
to understand music. Compared with traditional geometric shape
based music visualization systems like those in iTunes, sign dance
explicitly expresses lyrics and musical features, allowing the audi-
ence to understand the context and feel the emotion of a song. This
can help people with hearing difficulties to enjoy music.

To implement an automatic sign dance generation system, we
prepare a database including tuples of sign gesture, sign dance and
music segments, which serve as prior knowledge. In the offline stage,
we utilize multiple regression analysis to train a Sign Dance Model
that combines sign dance and sign gesture/music. During the online
stage, our system takes a piece of music and its corresponding sign
gesture, which is translated from the lyrics of the music, as the input.
With the trained Sign Dance Model and a set of objective functions
that evaluate motion quality, our system synthesizes natural sign
dance motion automatically.

To design the objective functions, we observed sign dances avail-
able in the music industry, and concluded some important criteria
to generate high-quality sign dance. First, from the dance chore-
ography point of view, there are implicit correlations between the
hand and body motion. For example, a hand gesture of lowering the
arms usually correlates to a squatting body motion to amplify the
perception of the hand movement. Second, the body motion should
match the impression of the music. High-intensity music usually
implies a high level of emotion and should match with greater body
movement. Third, the arms movement should align with the right
stepping motion such that body balance is maintained. Finally, the
generated sign dance should be smooth and natural. We formulate
these criteria as objective functions to obtain the suitable sign dance
motion.

Experimental results demonstrate that our system produces high-
quality sign dances that are comparable to those performed by pro-
fessional sign dancers. User studies show that our method performs
better than the baseline method using random dancing motions.
The computational complexity of our system is low, allowing it to
be applied in the entertainment industry for interactive animation
creation, dance choreography and console games.

This research presents the following contributions:

• We propose a data-driven system to automatically gener-
ate sign dance. Our system learns the correlations between
gesture-based sign language and the corresponding sign
dance motion/music in a database using multiple regression
analysis. Such correlation is then used to synthesize new
sign dance motion based on an input music and the corre-
sponding sign language.

• Wepropose a set of objective functions that evaluate the qual-
ity of sign dance in order to synthesize high-quality dance
motion. Such objective functions consider the matching qual-
ity between dance motion and sign gesture, the correlations
between music and motion, body stability, as well as the
motion connectivity.

The rest of the paper is organized as the following. In Section
2, we review works that are related to dance analysis and motion
synthesis. In Section 3, we give an overview of the proposed system
and point out the major system components. Section 4 explains
the Sign Dance Model, which correlates sign dance segments with
sign gesture/music segments. Section 5 presents a set of objective
functions and explains how to synthesize high-quality sign dance.
Section 6 presents both qualitative and quantitative results to sup-
port the quality of our system. Section 7 concludes the paper and
discusses on limitations and future directions.

2 RELATEDWORK
There is an increasing demand for dance synthesizing systems that
can efficiently generate dance motion. Shiratori et al. [Shiratori et al.
2006] proposed an approach to synthesize dance performances that
matched well with the input music by aligning the motion energy
and the music intensity. However, the system did not generate
dance motion according to the linguistic or emotional meanings of
the music. Takano et al. [Takano and Nakamura 2015] proposed
an approach to construct a space of motion labels such as “run-
ning” and “jumping”. The system recognized a series of motions
as motion symbols and projected the recognition results onto the
motion label space. However, the structure of the proposed motion
labels could not represent complex linguistic meaning and emotion,
which are important elements in music. Xue et al. [Peng et al. 2016]
proposed an automatic character motion generation system by us-
ing machine learning. They introduced a mixture of actor-critic
experts approach that parameterized leaps and steps as the output
actions. This approach, however, only targeted basic movements.
Wilke et al. [Wilke et al. 2005] synthesized dancing characters us-
ing the Laban notation, which is a script to describe dance moves.
Such a script is limited and cannot be used to denote complex hand
gestures. Iwamoto et al. [Iwamoto et al. 2017] created a DJ interface
for animators to interactively create dance movement.

In terms of dance analysis, Chen et al. [Chen et al. 2006] pro-
posed a set of functions to evaluate the physical effort to perform a
dance based on kinematics features. Dyaberi et al. [Dyaberi et al.
2004] proposed a topology graph structure to represent the phrasal
structure in dance. Neave et al. [Neave et al. 2010] conducted a user
study to find out the defining criterial of an attractive dance. Hoyet
et al. [Hoyet et al. 2013] performed a similar research by showing
dance moves to the subjects performed by virtual characters. Raptis
et al. [Raptis et al. 2011] designed a set of features to classify a large
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number of dance moves in real-time. Chan et al. [Chan et al. 2011]
presented a to render dancing characters for dance training using
motion capture systems. Tang et al. [Tang et al. 2011] enhanced the
system performance in dance moves recognition. However, such
a system focused on analyzing user’s dancing mvoes and display
pre-recorded dance moves only.

Previous research has also looked into the possibility of generat-
ingmulti-character interaction including dancing. Ho et al. [Ho et al.
2013] proposed a system to generate two people dancing from the
motion of one dancing actor. The focus of the research was about
inter-character relationship instead of the context of the dance.
Tang et al. [Chan et al. 2013] identified a number of interaction
types and embeded this idea to interaction synthesis. Shum et al.
[Shum et al. 2012] simulated two character boxing using temporal
tree expansion and games theory. Hyun et al. [Hyun et al. 2016]
presented a set of high-level language known as motion grammar
to describe interaction for multi-character interaction synthesis.
Shen et al. [Shen et al. 2019] demonstrated a mesh structure to un-
derstand multi-character interaction. In this work, we consider the
correlation between dance and sign gesture for a virtual characters.
The research mentioned above could provide possible extensions
for multi-character dance synthesis as a future work.

Deep learning based methods has produced promising results
in kinematics motion synthesis. Holden et al. generated realistic,
controllable locomotion by considering the different stepping phase
of a locomotion patter. Zhang et al. [Zhang et al. 2018] synthesized
quadruped motion by combining a motion prediction network that
computes the character state, and a gating network that dynamically
updates the weights of the motion prediction network. Holden et al.
[Holden et al. 2016] adapted an autoencoder with a convolutional
neural network focusing on the temporal aspect of humanmotion to
generate a effective latent space for synthesizing new motion. Zhou
et al. [Zhou et al. 2018] proposed a new recurrent neural network to
synthesize arbitrary motions with highly complex styles. Wang et
al. [Wang et al. 2019] included the concept of temporal prediction in
recurrent neural network to create a more stable motion manifold.
Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2018] synthesized human-object interaction by
introducing motion grammar, a syntax to describe interaction, into
a deep neural network. A common problem of deep learning is that
it requires a significant amount of data, which is not suitable for
specific problem such as ours, in which the training data is limited.

We focus on using gesture-based sign language to generate the
dance motions that carry the meanings of the music lyrics. Hiruma
et al. [Hirumura et al. 2015] proposed a framework to generate
Japanese sign language animation automatically. Similarly, Bal-
dassarri et al. [Baldassarri et al. 2009] implemented a system to
translate written or spoken language into Spanish sign language.
Gibet et al. [Gibet et al. 2011] presented a virtual character capable
of French sign language. Efthimiou et al. [Efthimiou et al. 2009]
presented an example-based sign language dictionary for language-
sign translations. While these systems could create virtual char-
acters performing sign language, the focus was on hand and arm
movement only. Oshita et al. [Oshita and Senju 2014] proposed a
method to generate hand motion from full-body motion. However,
their output hand motion was merely reflective movement without
context. Helge et al. [Rhodin et al. 2015] presented an approach to
analyze hand movement and decompose it into wave parameters,

including amplitude, frequency, and phase. The decomposed signals
could then be used for character controls. However, due to the use
of wave parameters, the considered hand motion involved only
simple cyclic movement. Finally, Eugene et al. [Hsu et al. 2004]
proposed a method for example-based performance control of hu-
man motion. They controlled a dance follower with the motion
of a dance leader using stylized mappings. Hand gesture was not
considered in this research. To the best of our knowledge, there
is very limited work on considering the linguistic meaning of the
music in dance synthesis, and there is no research on synthesizing
full body dancing motion based on gesture-based sign language.

Our work is the most similar to a 2-pages poster focusing on
generating sign dance [Asahina et al. 2016]. In this paper, we extend
the work and implement a full system to synthesize sign dance.
We design a set of new objective functions to construct the Sign
Dance Model, which is a model that correlate dance moves and sign
gestures.We synthesizemultiple dance sequences based on different
genes of music, and critically evaluate our system by conducting
user studies.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The overview of our proposed system is shown in Fig. 2, which
includes an offline stage and a run-time stage.

The offline process is shown in Fig. 2a. We build a database
consisting of tuples of a captured sign gesture segment (light yellow
shaded), the corresponding captured sign dance segment (dark
red shaded) and music segment. The sign gesture and sign dance
segments are full body motions captured from a professional sign
dancer and segmented based upon the beat pattern of the music.
Using the database, we train a Sign Dance Model that expresses the
correlations between sign dance motion and sign gesture/music
using multiple regression analysis.

During run-time, the input of the system is a piece of music (Fig.
2b) and the corresponding sign gesture (Fig. 2c). The inputs are
segmented based on the beat pattern. Each of the music and sign
gesture pairs (Fig. 2d) is used as the input of the Sign Dance Model
to evaluate an expected sign dance motion. Together with some
objective functions and hard constraints, we can obtain the optimal
sign dance motion for each segment (Fig. 2e). Finally, we apply joint
fusion to combine the corresponding sign gesture segments and
the sign dance motion segments to synthesize the final sign dance
(Fig. 2f).

4 THE SIGN DANCE MODEL
In this section, we introduce the Sign Dance Model, which acts as
an oracle to estimate an appropriate sign dance based on a sign
gesture and the corresponding music segment. We first explain how
we construct the sign dance database that consists of sign gesture,
sign dance and music segments. Then, we explain how we train the
Sign Dance Model using multiple regression analysis.

4.1 Sign Dance Database
Here, we explain how we capture the sign gesture and the sign
dance motion required to build the sign dance database.

We define the term sign gesture as the full body motion of per-
forming gesture-based sign language. The actor stands still when
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Figure 2: The overview of our sign dance synthesis system.

performing the gesture, and the focus of the motion is the hand and
arm joints. In this research, since we focus on songs, the sign ges-
ture is translated based on the lyrics of a piece of music. For other
types of music such as that in theatrical plays, the sign gesture can
be translated from the storyline. We also define the term sign dance
as the full body motion of performing sign dance motions. The
actor combines gesture-based sign language with dance moves that
are suitable for expressing the emotion and context of the music.

While the sign dance motion implicitly consists of the sign ges-
ture, due to the dance movement, some of the gestures are exag-
gerated or altered. It is, therefore, ineffective to extract accurate
sign gestures from sign dances. As a solution, we capture the two
motions separately and synchronize them with the music.

The synchronized sequences of captured sign gestures, captured
sign dance and music for each song are cut into shorter segments.
These tuples of segments, including sign gesture, sign dance and
music, are the building blocks of our sign dance database. The
segmentation is done based on the beat pattern of the song. In par-
ticular, each musical bar (or measure) of the music is considered as
one segment. Typically, a bar is around 2 - 3 seconds long depend-
ing on the beat per minute of the music. The justification for this
segmentation method is that dance moves are usually synchronized
to the beat pattern of the music, and each bar represents a short
but meaningful duration. By cutting the dance motion according
to bars, we can minimize the chance of cutting a continuous dance
move into multiple parts. Finally, we normalize the duration of the
segments by the mean number of frames of all segments in the
database, which is 3.09 seconds in our database.

During the capture, we employed a professional sign dancer,
who had extensive experience in the choreography of sign dance,
to perform both sign gesture and sign dance motions for a number
of songs. We utilized a VICON 12-cameras optical motion capture

Figure 3: Sign dance motion captured from a professional
sign dancer.

system to capture the motions as illustrated in Fig. 3. The captured
42 marker positions were converted into a 26 joints skeletal orien-
tation format using the inverse kinematics function provided in the
software Autodesk MotionBuilder. Each joint was represented by a
4D quaternion vector. Finger movement was not included due to
capturing difficulties. We obtained synchronized sign gesture and
sign dance for 10 different songs, which covered different music
impressions according to the music tempo and timbre. The data was
cut into 259 tuples of sign gesture, sign dance and music segments.

4.2 Multiple Regression Analysis
Here, we explain how we train the Sign Dance Model with multiple
regression analysis using the data in our sign dance database.

The model expresses the correlation between the sign dance and
the sign gesture with music. In particular, we use the features of
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the sign gesture and the audio as the explanation variables, and use
the features of the sign dance as the objective variables. Given one
segment, we formulate the following equation:

di =

jtotal∑
j=1

ai jдj +

ktotal∑
k=1

bikmk + ci , i ∈ [1, itotal ], (1)

where di denotes the ith feature of the sign dance segment, itotal is
the total number of sign dance features,дj denotes the jth feature of
the sign gesture segment, jtotal is the total number of sign gesture
features,mk denotes the kth feature of the music segment,mtotal
is the total number of music features, ai j , bik and ci are regression
coefficients. To train the Sign Dance Model, we substitute the sign
dance, sign gesture and music tuples from the database into the
equation, and estimate the regression coefficients that can minimize
the combined error of all tuples.

Designing the best features for the sign dance, sign gesture and
music is more of an art than a science. In our experience, if the
behaviours of the features between sign dance and sign gesturewere
more similar, the regression results tended to be better. Therefore,
we hand-picked a subset of joints that exhibit similar movement
behaviours between sign dance and sign gesture, including the
neck, arms, forearms and hips. We serialize the temporal series
of the quaternions of these joints into a feature vector. Since sign
dance and sign gesture use the same feature representation, itotal is
equal to jtotal . For the music features, we use the spectral centroid
that indicates the timbre and brightness of the music, and the pulse
clarity that indicates the strength of the beat [Lartillot et al. 2008a].
This 2-dimensional audio feature is acquired using MIR Toolbox
[Lartillot et al. 2008b].

The multiple regression analysis works very well in modelling
our relatively small sign database. This is because there are strong
correlations between the sign dance and the sign gesture/music.
The model is linear and therefore is efficient to train while avoiding
overfitting. For larger databases consisting of more complicated
data, such as similar sign gestures mapping to significantly different
sign dances, non-linear regression models can be considered.

5 SIGN DANCE SYNTHESIS
In this section, we explain how to synthesize the sign dance using
the Sign DanceModel and a set of sign dance evaluation criteria. We
first explain the framework for synthesizing sign dance. Then, we go
into detail to explain individual objective functions and constraints.

5.1 The Synthesis Framework
Given an input sign gesture and the corresponding music, we first
perform segmentation based on the beat pattern, which is the same
process as mentioned in Section 4.1. We then synthesize the sign
dance for each segment individually.

For each sign gesture and music segment pair, we first utilize
the Sign Dance Model to obtain the expected sign dance features.
We then search for the best sign dance segment in the database
with reference to the expected sign dance features and a set of
evaluation criteria and constraints. These include evaluating (1)
how well the sign dance segment matches the expectation obtained
from the Sign Dance Model, (2) how well the synthesized sign

dance segment matches the feeling of the music segment, (3) how
dynamically stable the synthesized sign dance segment is, and
(4) how smoothly the synthesized sign dance segment connects
to the previously synthesized segment. Detailed implementation
information for each of these four criteria will be given in the next
subsection.

Figure 4: Combining different joints from sign gesture and
sign dance segments to obtain the final result.

While the optimal sign dance segment obtained from the data-
base should have a similar hand gesture to the input one, there
may be some minor gesture variations. Therefore, we propose to
utilize joint fusion (also known as degree of freedom replacement) for
combining the arm-related joints from the two motion segments
[Mousas et al. 2013]. Our implementation is visualized in Fig. 4, in
which we fuse the arm and hand degrees of freedom from the input
sign gesture with the body degrees of freedom from the optimal
sign dance segment to generate the output sign dance.

5.2 Evaluation Criteria
Here, we explain the criteria to evaluate if a candidate sign dance
segment is suitable for the input sign gesture and music segment.
These criteria are applied when we search for the best sign dance
segment in the database.

The first criterion is the sign dance expectation, fe . With the
trained Sign Dance Model, we extract the features from the input
sign gesture, дj , and music,mk , and substitute them into Eq. 1. This
gives us the expected sign dance features, d ′i , which represent the
sign dance that matches with the input sign gesture and music the
best. We apply the following equation to evaluate the Euclidean
distance between a candidate sign dance segment and the expected
one suggested by the Sign Dance Model:

fe =

itotal∑
i

√
(di − d ′i )

2, (2)

where d ′i is the i
th feature of the expected sign dance segment, di

is that of the sign dance segment to be evaluated. A smaller result
indicates a better match.
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The second criterion is the music-motion intensity, fi . From the
sign dance motion we captured, we observe that larger movement
is usually performed when the music is louder. Therefore, we pro-
pose to evaluate the normalized difference between music intensity,
which is measured as root mean square intensity, and motion in-
tensity, which is measured as weight effort according to the Laban
movement analysis [Wilke et al. 2005]:

fi =

���������
√

1
ftotal

∑ftotal
f =1 u2f

unorm
−

1
ftotal

∑ftotal
f =1

∑ntotal
n=1

���vn,f ���
vnorm

��������� , (3)

where ftotal is the total number of frames in the considered seg-
ment, uf is the music power at frame f , ntotal is the total number
of joints, vn,f is the joint velocity of joint n at frame f , unorm and
vnorm are constants to normalize the music intensity part and the
motion intensity part of the equation.

Figure 5: Utilizing the center of gravity to evaluate body bal-
ance.

The third criterion is body balance, fb . We fuse the arms and
hand joints from the input sign gesture segment into a given candi-
date sign dance segment. Then, we evaluate the dynamic stability
according to [Ho and Shum 2013]. We first calculate the center of
mass:

COM =

ltotal∑
t=0

wlpl , (4)

where pl is the 3D position of the lth body part, ltotal is the total
number of parts, wl is the estimated weight of the lth body part,
which is obtained according to [Armstrong 1988]. The center of
gravity is obtained by setting the y component of the center of
mass as 0 (i.e. ground height). We check if the center of gravity is
within the supporting polygon, which is bounded by the supporting
feet/foot, as visualized in Fig. 5. If the center of gravity goes beyond
the supporting polygon, the posture is considered to be dynamically
unstable. Finally, the body balance criterion is defined as:

fb =
Funstable
Ftotal

, (5)

where Funstable is the number of unstable frames, Ftotal is the
total number of frames in the sign dance segment.

The final criterion is the motion connectivity, fc . Again, we
generate the fused sign dance segment as before, and evaluate if
the first frame of the motion is similar to the final frame of the
last synthesized sign dance segment. In our implementation, we
evaluate first order connectivity using joint angles according to

[Shiratori et al. 2006]. The motion connectivity criterion is defined
as the sum of joint angle difference between the two frames:

fc =

ntotal∑
n=1

2 arccos
��qn,1−1 · qn,2�� , (6)

where qn,1 is the nth joint represented in the quaternion of the last
synthesized sign dance frame, qn,2 is that of the first frame of the
fused sign dance segment considering, ntotal is the total number
of joints.

The aforementioned criteria can be formulated as either opti-
mization functions or hard constraints. A criterion can be modelled
as an optimization function by maximizing/minimizing the evalu-
ated value. It can also be modelled as a hard constraint by assigning
a hard threshold. In our experience, inappropriate body balance
and music/motion intensity tend to generate significant visual ar-
tifacts, and therefore are modelled as hard constraints. The sign
dance expectation and motion connectivity criteria are softer, and
therefore are modelled as optimization functions:

argmin(we fe +wc fc ) subjected to fc < Tc , fi < Ti , (7)

wherewe = 1.5 andwc = 1.0 are empirically set weights, Tc = 0.5
and Ti = 0.1 are empirically set thresholds.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate our proposed system with both qualita-
tive and quantitative experiments.

All the experiments were performed on a computer with an Intel
i7-3770 CPU, an AMD Radeon HD 7770 graphics card and 8GB
of RAM. The sign dance database consists of 10 pieces of music.
Each piece of music was 89.7 seconds long on average. It took 220
seconds to train the Sign Dance Model, and 57.4 seconds on average
to synthesize the sign dance of one piece of music. In other words,
our system ran faster than real-time on a low-end computer, with
a slight delay when generating the first sign dance segment.

We used the MMD character model following the guideline set
by Crypton Future Media, Inc. For more information, please refer
to http://piapro.net/en_for_creators.html

6.1 Qualitative Evaluations
To evaluate our system, we synthesized sign dance based on the
input songs and sign gestures.

To assess how well the Sign Dance Model generalizes the knowl-
edge in the sign dance database, when synthesizing the sign dance
motion for a music, we excluded the tuples related to that music
in the database. In other words, both the Sign Dance Model and
the database had no knowledge of the piece of music and its corre-
sponding sign dance. We set up the experiment as such to ensure
that the system could not simply re-display the captured sign dance
for a given song. Instead, as the system had no prior information
for the input music, it had to rely on knowledge generalized from
all the other pieces of music to synthesize the current one.

Fig. 6 shows some examples of the synthesized sign dance, in
which the orange arrows indicate overall body movement. In gen-
eral, the style of the dance follows that of the captured sign dance
very well. The character utilizes body movement to emphasize the
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Figure 6: Examples of input sign gestures (yellow outline)
and the corresponding synthesized sign dance (yellow and
red dotted outline).

sign language. For example, when the sign language is about lower-
ing the arms, the character picks a squatting motion and create the
sign dance. Overall, our system creates natural dance movement in
which the sign gesture and the body dance movement align very
well.

We also compared the synthesized sign dance with the captured
sign dance. As mentioned before, the experiment setup here ex-
cluded the captured sign dance motion of the music that was cur-
rently considered to access the system performance with “unseen”
music. In such a setup, it was impossible to generate exactly the
same sign dance motion as captured, as those motion segments did
not exist in the database. However, in most situations, our system
successfully picked alternative sign dance motions that were similar
to the captured ones, and generated sign dances that were similar
to the captured motions. Fig. 7 shows some comparisons between
the captured sign dances and the synthesized ones. The orange
arrows indicate overall body movement.

The readers are referred to the supplementary video for more
results of synthesized sign dance.

6.2 Quantitative Evaluations
To quantitatively evaluate our system, we conducted user studies
and set up an accuracy analysis experiment. We invited 12 partici-
pants to evaluate our system. They were between 22 and 26 years
old. 5 of them had dance experience, and the other 7 had no experi-
ence in. We compared our synthesized sign dances (i.e. generated

Figure 7: Comparison between captured sign dance (red out-
line) and synthesized sign dance (yellow and red dotted out-
line) for the same music segments.

Figure 8: Comparison between our method and random
dance generation. Red and blue bars represent the score of
our method and the random synthesis respectively for dif-
ferent questions. Solid lines represent standard derivations.

using the same experiment set up as the experiment in Section 6.1)
with a baseline random system (i.e. generated by randomly picking
sign dance segments in the database). We showed both results one
by one in random order to the participants, and asked them to
answer the following questions with a five-points scale (2: yes, 1:
maybe yes, 0: not sure, -1: maybe no, 1: no).

Q1: Does the synthesized sign dance match the hand gesture?
Q2: Does the intensity of the synthesized sign dance match that

of the music?
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Table 1: Accuracy analysis with leave-one-out cross-validation

Music 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average
Accuracy 36.0% 78.6% 71.4% 67.7% 78.3% 50.0% 73.1% 81.5% 23.3% 75.0% 63.5%

Figure 9: Evaluatingwhichmotion ismore similar to the cap-
tured sign dance. Red and blue bars represent the percent-
age of participant choosing ourmethod and the random syn-
thesis respectively.

Q3: Is the synthesized sign dance natural?
Q4: Is the synthesized sign dance similar to the captured sign

dance (both synthesized and captured sign dance are displayed
together for this question)?

Fig. 8 shows the results of the questionnaire. Our method consis-
tently outperforms the baseline method. The average score of our
method across all questions (0.81 points) is significantly higher than
that of the baseline method (0.34 point). Furthermore, our method
achieves a smaller average standard deviation across all questions
(0.72 points) compared to the baseline method (0.88 points).

We also showed the sign dance synthesized by our method, the
sign dance synthesized by the baseline method, as well as the cap-
tured sign dance all together to the participants, and asked the
participants to indicate which of the two synthesized sign dances
was more similar to the captured one. Fig. 9 shows the result. With-
out knowledge on how the sign dance is synthesized, 78% of the
participants believe that the one synthesized by our method was
more similar to the captured sign dance, in contrast to the 22%
selecting the one synthesized by the baseline method. This shows
that our method successfully learns the dancing style from captured
motion data.

To further verify that our Sign Dance Model can model the
dancing style from captured sign dances, we performed leave-one-
out cross-validation on our system. We set up the experiment as
follows. When training the Sign Dance Model, we excluded all
information of the piece of music we wished to synthesize from
the database. When synthesizing the sign dance, we utilized the
full database consisting of the tuples from all pieces of music. We
then checked if the Sign Dance Model trained by excluding the
considered song could pick the sign dance motion segments of such
a song. The accuracy was calculated as the percentage of sign dance
segments selected that are exactly the same as those in the captured
sign dance.

Tab. 1 shows the accuracy of individual pieces of music. We
achieve a high average accuracy of 63.5%, indicating that our Sign
Dance Model generalize the style of the captured dance motion
very well. Music 1 and 9 performs relatively poor. We believe that
this is because those two pieces of music had a high tempo, while
the rest of the music did not. Therefore, when excluding the music

in the leave-one-out cross-validation, there may not be enough
music of similar style to train the Sign Dance Model. We believe
that a larger database could solve this problem.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
This paper presented a data-driven system to generate sign dance
automatically, which combines gesture-based sign language and
full body dance motion. Our system utilizes multiple regression
analysis to model the correlations between dance motion and hand
gestures/music. This information is applied to synthesize a new
sign dance from a piece of input music and the corresponding sign
gesture, utilizing a set of objective functions that evaluate motion
quality. Our system is robust and computationally inexpensive,
making it suitable for interactive animation creation and real-time
dancing characters in games. It opens up a new direction of music
visualization that allows people with hearing difficulties to under-
stand and enjoy music.

Our implementation of multiple regression analysis implicitly
assumes that there is a globally optimal mapping between hand
gesture and body dancing motion, which may not necessary be true
as the same hand gesture may be represented by different dance
moves depending on the dancing style. One direction for future
work is to research a proper representation of dancing style, and
explore possible regression or machine learning algorithms that
can handle multiple local mappings. This allows the system to map
hand gestures and dancing motion optimally in the corresponding
local space according to the dancing style.

Our system input includes a stream of gesture-based sign lan-
guage performed by a human sign language translator. One possible
extension of this work is to combine automatic sign gesture synthe-
sis systems such as [Baldassarri et al. 2009; Hirumura et al. 2015],
such that the system can synthesize both sign language and body
dancing motion from the input music and the corresponding lyrics.

Due to capturing difficulties, our gesture database does not in-
clude finger information. Only a few high-end data gloves in the
market can capture the fine finger movement required for sign
language, and the data processing involved is labour intensive. In
theory, finger information could enhance the mapping quality be-
tween gesture and dance motion under our multiple regression
analysis model. We are interested in augmenting an existing sign
gesture database into our captured motion.

Currently, we handcraft the sign gesture, sign dance and music
features used for the Sign Dance Model. Such handcrafted features
require domain knowledge and may not be optimally selected. We
are interested in exploring feature extraction algorithms and di-
mensional reduction algorithms to obtain a better set of features.

The results of the work demonstrate the possibility of introduc-
ing hand gesture into other domains such as music and dancing.
The traditional entertainment industry does not consider people
with hearing difficulty heavily. We hope that this research can cause
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the interest in the field and enhance the quality of life for people in
need.
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